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more power to us

In the early U.S., energy mainly came from wood and 
muscle-power, human and animal; things really took 
off with the development of coal and oil. Note that the 
real growth spurt was between the 1890s and 1960s. 
More recent growth looks modest, but that’s deceiv-
ing, as the article on p. 2 shows. Source: EIA.

Culture vs. economic popu-
lism

VMTs, MPGs: the sad story 
of American excess

Presidential economics

MONEY economies slow 
worldwide

MISCELLANY polling mys-
teries; US MNCs taking a hit 
from W?

The horror
Today I hope that we can begin the healing.

—John Kerry, in his concession speech

Fuck the healing. There, in Kerry’s single dreadful sentence of  just nine words, is about half  of  
what’s wrong with the Democratic Party. The Republicans don’t care about healing; they want to 
wound. Their “values” are those of  Psalm 137:9: “Happy shall he be, that taketh and dasheth thy 
little ones against the stones.” Only someone with an instinct for the capillaries could try to make 
peace with a gang like that.

On first glance, it’s a mystery why the Dems seem to lack basic partisan fervor: why be concilia-
tory with an opponent who never returns the favor, who always is on the attack? Maybe there’s a 
degree of  gentility mixed with a sense of  principle, but it would be flattering the party excessively 
to make too much of  that. Instead, the real reason is they believe in little with any passion. Sure, 
Kerry had some half-decent proposals—to raise the minimum wage, to expand health insurance 
coverage, to promote union membership. But how many voters knew of  them? How many of  
them escaped the thick layering of  evasion and qualification? And who can really explain his posi-
tion on the war in Iraq, one of  the great disasters of  modern times? He probably regrets his vote 
to authorize, but was terrified the Republicans would smear him as a wimp. Even though his staff  
bragged about his having looked a man in the eyes and shot him dead, and even though Bush 
evaded military service and then lied about it, it was Kerry’s manliness that was always in question.

With Congress in Republican hands, we face the effective elimination of  taxes on capital, the 
further ruination of  federal finances, attacks on labor, the privatization of  Social Security, drilling 
in the Arctic, Patriot Acts 2–4, attacks on reproductive rights, open season on same-sexers, a raft 
of  cretinous judges, and thousands of  other horrors. Some of  this could be stopped, or slowed, or 
watered down—though it’s hard to imagine how—but not all. It’s going to be ugly.

Evidence is presented on p. 8 of  this issue showing that Americans don’t put much stock in the 
issues. Further evidence: Nevada and Florida passed initiatives to raise the minimum wage, but 
Bush won the states. It wouldn’t be a shock if  a lot of  voters had no idea Bush opposes raising the 
minimum wage. Pundits lke to say that Americans vote on “character,” which is probably true in 
some sense, but it’s probably truer to say that many vote with their ids, not their higher cerebral 
functions. What tickles the ids of  Bush voters is his rigid, violent, and moralizing view of  the 
world. This comforts the millions who’ve been propagandized into endless fear.

The standard left response to this is that the “cultural issues” can lose their political allure by 
a muscular invocation of  economic populism. That would help, and would be good in itself, but 
you’re not going to get all that far by trying to change the subject. If  we want this to be a more 
decent, more civilized country, we have to work on transforming a few consciousnesses, so that 
the thought of  two women exchanging vows doesn’t seem like a sure sign of  the Last Days. A car-
toonish masculinity is at the center of  American politics, and little can change until it’s deposed.

The task isn’t hopeless. Bush won 51–48, not 60–40. The culture is more tolerant and diverse 
than it was 30 years ago (which is precisely what alarms so many fundamentalists). We just need 
more effective of  tickling ids toward better ends. 

energy use per capita, 
U.S., 1795–2005
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Since the first installment of  LBO’s series 
on oil in #108, crude prices have continued 
to rise (though they fell a bit off  their highs as 
this issue was going to press). The reasons are 
the same as those behind the long price rise 
from the December 2001 low: strong growth 
in demand, led by China, with the U.S. seri-
ously pitching in; politi-
cal anxieties in major 
producing regions, like 
Iraq and Nigeria; and 
tight supplies, with most 
producers pumping full 
out and few major dis-
coveries of  oil reserves. 
To those could be added 
recent weakness in the 
U.S. dollar, the currency 
in which oil is priced; 
since the 2001 low, oil 
priced in dollars is up 
about 160%, but to buyers with euros, it’s up 
just half  as much. And add to that a flow of  
speculative money into the oil market, which 
can take prices beyond any “rational” level.

It may be that we’ve seen the speculative 
blowoff  in the oil market, and prices are about 
to settle back to a more comfortable level. It 
may also be that major economies are slowing 
enough to cool down the demand for oil. While 
that would be good news in the short-term—
slack economies and weakening labor markets 
aren’t good for most people—it would be a 
shame if  attention were deflected from oil as a 
significant political and economic issue.

More. To the orthodox, the way to deal 
with rising demand is to increase supply. In the 
short-to-medium run, that’s not impossible. 
Eager to please shareholders, oil companies 
have kept a tight lid on their exploration bud-
gets—and the brevity of  the roster of  recent 
discoveries reflects that. If  they boosted their 
exploration budgets, the roster might get a little 
less brief. But over the longer term, that’s not 
a promising strategy. Even respectable sources 
like PFC Energy, the Washington-based con-
sultancy, are saying that we’re ten or twenty 
years away from the peak in global oil produc-
tion, and new finds are unlikely. We’ve heard 
that many times, from the beginning of  the oil 
era over a century ago, so some skepticism is 

warranted. But more urgently, the ecological 
consequences of  burning the oil we do have—
more than 40 years worth at current rates of  
consumption—are unacceptably horrific.

Less. So the more urgent task is cutting 
consumption. And since China is still a poor 
country, despite its long boom, it doesn’t seem 

right to ask them, or 
any other poor country, 
to renounce oil. The 
biggest energy hog in 
the world is the United 
States, and for nothing 
less than the sake of  life 
on this planet, we’ve 
got to cut back—seri-
ously, and soon. Not 
that that’s likely.

A bit over a quarter 
of  the energy we use 
goes to transportation, 
and that is overwhelm-

ingly oil-based. So if  we’re going to reduce oil 
consumption in any meaningful way, we’ve got 
to rethink the way we move around. 

The U.S. consumes about twice as much of  
the principal transporta-
tion fuels (gasoline and 
the so-called middle 
distillates, which include 
diesel and jet fuel) 
per capita as Western 
Europe. More of  us 
drive, and when we 
drive we travel longer 
distances in less fuel-
efficient cars. The con-
trasts are pretty striking, 
as a glance at the nearby 
chart of  vehicle miles 
traveled per capita (that is, total miles traveled 
by cars and trucks divided by the population) 
shows. 

For more detail, we can turn to a recent 
study by Genevieve Giuliano and Dhiraj 
Narayan of  USC comparing the driving habits 
of  Americans and the British. Just 3% of  U.S. 
households have no car, compared with 23% 
in Britain; 16% of  U.S. households have more 
vehicles than drivers, compared with 3% of  
British households. Americans average four 

car trips a day, twice as many as Brits, and travel 
seventeen miles a day, almost three times as 
much as the U.K.’s average of  six. The aver-
age American travels almost twice as fast, 
too. Almost 90% of  American voyages are by 
private vehicle, compared with 58% in Britain. 
Exact stats are unavailable, but it looks like 
Americans are almost twice as likely to drive 
solo. British travelers are more than five times 
as likely to take a bus, three times as likely to 
take a train, and almost five times as likely to 
walk or ride a bike than Americans. 

Cityscapes. There are many reasons for 
this, but an important one is cost. Of  course, 
the U.S. is a much larger country than Britain, 
meaning journeys can be much longer. But the 
U.S. is also a rather thinly populated country, 
which isn’t just a fact of  physical geography: 
decades of  subsidized highways and cheap fuel 
have made it economical for our settlements 
to sprawl. And sprawl matters a lot: according 
to World Bank research, were Washington (not 
the most compact of  our cities) to become as 
spread out as Atlanta, driving would increase 
by 8%. But it’s not just population density—it’s 
also a matter of  the relative locations of  jobs 

and housing. Were 
Washington to become 
as unbalanced as Dallas 
in that regard, driv-
ing would increase by 
4%. But spread-out 
cities are also less likely 
to have mass transit 
options: if  DC had the 
meager transit options 
of  Dallas, Washingto-
nians would drive 7% 
more. Separately, those 
aren’t big numbers, 

but together they add up. If  the population of  
Atlanta were somehow magically moved to a 
city with the characteristics of  Boston, vehicle 
miles traveled (VMT) would fall by 25%.

That’s not to say that European driving 
habits are models of  sustainable transporta-
tion. But they’re still a lot better than we can do.

We were on a course to do better from 1973 
to about 1990, as the nearby MPG chart shows. 
Since 1990, however, as gas has stayed rela-
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As tempting as it can be to say there’s little 
difference between the two parties, especially 
on the big economic questions, the histori-
cal record suggests otherwise. Shown on the 
next two pages are some charts comparing the 
partisan records for some major indicators. 
Before diving into the details, a few words on 
what stands out. Growth rates in GDP and 
employment have been stronger under Demo-
crats than Republicans, while Republicans have 
stronger records on reducing inflation and 
delivering returns to bondholders. Curiously, 
despite the sharp differences on bond returns, 
Democrats have a somewhat better perfor-
mance on deficit reduction than Republicans. 
Stock returns tend to be better under Demo-
crats, but the record is more mixed than it is on 
bonds. Oversimplifying in the way that jour-
nalists love, Democratic economies are more 
expansive, and Republican ones more austere.

Technical notes: Two-term presidencies are 
treated as a single administration. Terms which 
were completed by a vice president because of  
death or resignation are considered as a single 
term; if  the successor served as a full term 
on his own, that’s treated as a separate term. 
For the current Bush administration, quar-
terly data runs through the second quarter of  
2004; monthly and daily data through the end 
of  August (except employment, which runs 
through September). Bars indicating Demo-

cratic presidencies are in light blue; Republi-
cans, light red. Averages for the two parties are 
in darker shades of  blue (Democrats) and red 
(Republicans). For keys to the abbreviations, 
see the table on p. 5. 

On to the details.
Growth. Growth doesn’t always tell you 

much about how real people are doing, but in 
general, things go better for more people with 
faster GDP growth. (Yes, faster growth is bad 
for the environment, but it will take a socio-
ecological revolution to address that, and one 

doesn’t seem imminent.) Here the Democratic 
record is decidedly better: an average of  4.6% a 
year, compared with the GOP’s 2.7%. The top 
five spots are all claimed by Democrats, and the 
bottom five by Republicans. The records of  
the three laggards, Eisenhower, Bush 41, and 
Nixon–Ford, were all dragged down by reces-
sions. Ike’s presidency was afflicted by three 
recessions lasting cumulatively over two years, 
or more than a quarter of  his time in office. 
Though we often think of  the 1950s as an eco-
nomic Golden Age, downturns were frequent 
and expansions were short. The Nixon–Ford 
years featured the nastiest recession since the 
1930s, and the first Bush presidency, a mild 
recession and the first jobless recovery. The 
current Bush has inherited some of  his father’s 
economic features, like mild recession and 
weak recovery. The administrations in the 
middle—Clinton, the first Nixon term, Carter, 
and Reagan—show very similar performances, 
just on either side of  3.5%, the long-term aver-
age.

Jobs. For most people, the ease of  get-
ting or keeping a job is the central fact of  their 
economic lives—and much more tangible than 
GDP growth. And on employment growth, the 
Democratic advantage is even stronger than 

on GDP: an average of  2.9% yearly growth, 
more than twice as high as the Republican 
average of  1.3%. (For those of  you who follow 
the monthly job numbers, at current employ-
ment levels, those would translate into monthly 
gains of  318,000 and 143,000 respectively.) 
The extremes are also similarly populated, 
with the top five slots filled by Dems, and the 
bottom three by GOPers. The current Bush 
administration is the only one with a negative 
sign in front of  its average. Even if  you follow 
the administration’s practice and look only at 
employment over the last year, the 1.5% gain 
would be just a hair above the Republicans’ 
weak long-term average, and well below the 

post-World War II average of  2.1%.
Pay. Unlike employment, there’s no par-

tisan pattern worth mentioning in real wage 
growth, with Republicans presiding over an 
average –0.1% decline, and Democrats over 
an equally microscopic +0.1% increase. Nor is 
there any compelling pattern in the individual 

rankings, with Truman and Eisenhower at the 
top, and Carter and Nixon–Ford at the bottom. 
Carter’s record was particularly awful—an 
average annual decline of  2% in average wages, 
or nearly 8% in all. 

Despite the weakness in the labor market, 
the current Bush presidency has been rather 
kind to those who’ve stayed employed, with an 
average annual gain of  0.4%, a tenth of  a point 
above the average of  the Clinton years. 

(Because of  data availability, the wage 
measure used is the average hourly earnings in 
manufacturing through 1964, and for all private 
sector workers from 1965 onwards. Both are 
deflated by the consumer price index.)

Stocks. So much for the working class; 
which party is better for Wall Street? The 
answer depends upon which side of  the Street 
you’re looking on. 

On average, Democrats have a better record 
on stock market gains (defined as the S&P 500 
deflated by the CPI, not including dividends) 
than the Republicans: 6.9% vs. 2.2%. But the 
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rankings show a lot more mixing of  red and 
blue, with Democrats (Carter and Truman) 
presiding over some nasty bear markets, and 
Republicans (Eisenhower and Reagan) presid-
ing over some exuberant bulls. Clearly, the 
steep declines during the Nixon–Ford and 
Bush 41 eras pulled down the Republican 
average, just as the Democratic average was 
boosted by the mighty market of  the Clinton 
years. Still, the conventional idea that Repub-
licans are better for “Wall Street” isn’t entirely 
borne out by history. 

Bonds. But another part of  Wall Street 
certainly does a lot better under Republicans 
than Democrats: the bond market. The chart 
shows a “total return” measure, which takes 
into account changes in bond prices as well as 
the interest yield. Changes in bond prices aren’t 
quite intuitive for civilians untutored in the 
higher financial consciousness, so a few words 
of  explanation are in order. 

Say the U.S. government issues a bond with 
a face value of  $1,000 when prevailing interest 
rates are 4%. That means the holder of  such 
a bond gets $40 in interest every year. Should 
market interest rates rise to 5%, a 4% bond 
would look rather unappealing. So its market 
price has to decline to the point where the 
$40 fixed interest payment is equal to 5% of  
principal—so, in this case, it would fall to $800. 

Of  course, should the original owner want to 
hold onto the bond until it matured, he or she 
wold eventually get back $1,000. But if  he or 
she wanted to sell it before maturity, it would 
have to be at the market price. So, when interest 
rates rise, bond prices fall. The same process 
would work in reverse if  market interest rates 
declined. A $1,000 bond issued when market 
interest rates were 5% would rise in value to 
$1,250 should market rates fall to 4% (the fixed 
$50 annual interest payment would be 4% of  
$1,250). Clearly changes in market interest rates 
can make bondholders either very sad or very 
happy.

Total return on a bond, then, consists of  
interest plus changes in price (and changes in 

price can dwarf  interest yields). To track bond 
returns over time, LBO constructed a syn-
thetic index adjusted for inflation (details avail-
able on request). As the chart shows, Republi-
cans are generally much better for bondholders 
than Democrats. Under Republican presidents, 
total real bond returns averaged +4.5% a year, 
while Democrats saw a –1.6% loss. The pattern 
here is a lot more consistent than in the stock 
market, with Republicans occupying the top 
three slots, and Democrats, the bottom four. 
Clinton, who famously bemoaned being forced 
into the role of  a bond-market president in the 
Eisenhower mold, actually turned in a better 
performance than Ike, who scored just below 
the Democratic average. 

For a partial explanation of  this varied per-
formance, see the inflation section. For a more 
political explanation, though, recall that the 
bond market thrives on austerity and lowered 
expectations. While the Democrats have never 
even made a downpayment on delivering the 
workers’ paradise, Republicans have shown a 
consistent skill at delivering the opposite.

Deficits. Though the GOP has a reputa-
tion as the party of  fiscal probity, and the Dem-
ocrats as the party of  fiscal excess, the record 
doesn’t match the cliché. This chart shows 
the change in the federal surplus or deficit as a 
percentage of  GDP from the beginning to the 
end of  a presidential term. For example, a shift 
from a deficit of  2% of  GDP to a surplus of  

1% would be a change of  +3%. The change 
is shown rather than the average because it’s a 
better measure of  policy.

On average, Democrats have presided over 
a change in the fiscal position of  +1.3% of  
GDP (not adjusted for the economic cycle, 
since the adjusted figures on that don’t go back 
far enough); Republicans, over a –1.4% shift. 
The budget-balancing champion by a long shot 
was Clinton, who took office with a federal 
deficit equal to 4.6% of  GDP, and left with a 
surplus of  1.3%, a shift of  +5.9%. No doubt 
this helps explain the strong bond market 

performance despite a rise in the inflation rate 
during his presidency. (Big deficits mean the 
government has to issue lots of  bonds, which 
drives down their price.) Contrary to Reagan’s 
reputation in some circles as a deficit champ, 
the increase in red ink during his presidency 
was relatively modest, and was greatly exceeded 
by the increases during the two Bush presiden-
cies.

Inflation. There’s a strong partisan 
shading to inflation performance—not so 
much the level, but the change in the inflation 
rate from inauguration day to the end of  the 
term. Republicans have presided, on average, 
over a 1.2% decline in the rate of  inflation 
(as measured by the consumer price index); 
Democrats, by contrast, have presided over a 
1.5% increase. That contrasting performance 
goes a long way to explaining the differing per-

formance of  the bond market under the two 
parties; there’s a high correlation between the 
ranking on the change in the inflation rate and 
rankings on bond market returns. Bond inves-
tors hate inflation, since it erodes the value of  
their principal, and cuts into the real value of  
interest payments.

Note that the extremes reflect the aver-
ages, with Carter and Johnson presiding over 
sharp increases in the inflation rate, and Reagan 
and the two Bushes over significant declines. 
These only correlate partly with GDP growth 
rates; Carter and Reagan had similar averages 
in GDP growth, but prices behaved in totally 
opposite ways during those two presiden-
cies. So despite popular perceptions that they 
move hand-in-hand, there’s no simple relation 
between economic strength and inflation.

Inequality. While there are many dimen-
sions to inequality, the most popular single 
measures is called the gini index. In a society 
where everyone had the same income, the gini 
would be 0; in a society where one person had 
all the income, the gini would be 1. By itself, 
the gini index doesn’t make much sense; its real 
use is for comparing different societies at the 
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(cont. on p. 7)

same time or the same society over time. For 
example, Sweden, one of  the most egalitarian 
countries in the world, had a gini of  .229 in the 
mid-1990s; the U.S., one of  the most unequal, 
had a gini of  .372. (These numbers represent 
income after taxes and government benefit 
payments.) 

The chart shows average annual percent-
age changes in the gini index by presidential 

term. Since the gini index itself  doesn’t make 
much intuitive sense, neither do the changes. 
The usefulness of  this exercise is ranking the 
magnitude of  the swings towards greater or 
less inequality. In general, Republican presiden-
cies have been characterized by fairly sharp 
increases in inequality; Democratic presiden-
cies, by slower rates of  polarization or even 
a narrowing of  income differentials. The 
contrasting performance of  the job market is 
probably responsible for a lot of  the partisan 
difference on (in)equality.

There are some anomalies. The Clinton 
years look mildly Republican by this standard. 
The figure for Bush 43 is a bit misleading, since 
by some measures other than the gini, inequal-
ity has increased. Also, the underlying numbers, 
from the Census Bureau, use pretax incomes; 
the big tax cuts for the rich would contribute 
to a substantial rise in after-tax inequality. But 
it’s also the case that few people have thrived 
during the Bush years; the stock market has 
done poorly, hurting the rich, and the job 
market has also done poorly, hurting everyone 
else.

Lockup. This last chart isn’t strictly an 
economic indicator, but prison should be 
thought of  as a kind of  labor market discipline, 
or an approach to handling surplus populations 
that the straight economy simply can’t employ. 
Generally, Republican presidents have presided 
over faster growth in the prison population 
than Democrats (and it’s been a long time since 
there’s been a decline!). 

The measure shown here is the incarcera-
tion rate—not the absolute number of  prison-

ers, but the share of  the population behind 
bars. The rate generally declined from the late 
1940s through the late 1960s—though there 
was a modest rise in the Eisenhower years—

only to start rising sharply with Nixon’s decla-
ration of  war on crime in the early 1970s.  The 
top three slots are occupied by Republicans, 
though Carter and Clinton were no slouches 
either.

While it must be conceded that presidents 
have little direct influence over ordinary 
criminal policy, which is mainly a state and 
local matter, they do set the tone for national 
discourse.

Overall grades. If  this newsletter were 
edited in accordance with former Economist 
editor Geoffrey Crowther’s famous com-
mandment to journalists—“Simplify, then 
exaggerate”—we’d try to average out all the 
individual presidential records to come up with 
overall grades or rankings. But it’d be hard to 
figure out what indicators to include in the 
composite, and how to weight them. Is GDP 
growth more or less important than employ-
ment growth? Should bond returns, which are 
often strong in lean times, enter the averages as 
a good or a bad?  And what about stocks? Share 
ownership is very concentrated, and returns 
typically reflect how the owning classes are 
doing rather than the broad population—but 
bull markets are often times of  broad social 
exuberance, with intangible returns beyond the 
portfolios of  the rich. And is deficit reduction 
good? If  it comes from tax increases on the 
rich or cuts in military spending, it can be; if  
it comes from cuts in social spending, it’s not. 
But it’s also not a very good idea for govern-
ments to run up big debts; big debts ultimately 
increase capital’s power over the state, and debt 
service can be a big waste of  public expendi-
tures. In the heyday of  Swedish social democ-
racy, the government balanced the budget and 
provided generous social benefits. Is inflation 
reduction a good thing? It can be, if  prices are 
eating away at wages—but not if  it comes in 
the form of  a big austerity program. Using the 

real wage, which adjusts average pay for infla-
tion, is probably a better measure of  welfare 
than the price level alone.

So let’s put together a somewhat arbitrary 
set of  “good” economic indicators: employ-
ment growth, stock returns, real hourly earn-
ings, GDP growth, and the fiscal shift and 
average the presidential terms. On that basis, 
the best performance came during the Truman 
years; after that, the Kennedy–Johnson years, 
and the Clinton years. In the basement, count-
ing up from the bottom, are George W. Bush 
and Nixon–Ford (tied), and then George H.W. 
Bush. Despite the reverence shown in some 
quarters, Reagan scores well below average.

W’s record is impressively bad: the worst on 
employment, second-worst on stocks and fiscal 
shift, fourth-worst on GDP growth. It’s kind 
of  amazing that he’s not facing an imminent 
landslide loss at the polls, in fact.

On every one of  the “good” indicators, 
the Democratic average is higher than the 
Republican. And on the supplementary indica-
tors—inequality and incarceration—the Ds do 
better than the Rs (if  you count inequality and 
incarceration as bads, that is).

Lest readers fear LBO is turning into a 
propaganda sheet for the Democratic National 
Committee, rest assured it isn’t. A better record 
is a long way from a good one. Even in the best 
of  times, American workers face immense 
amounts of  insecurity, volatility, and stress. 

Meaning. So what’s all this mean? It 
does look like the Dems are somewhat better 
for the masses than the Republicans by several 
economic measures. Is it policy, or is it neces-
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The Fed has nudged short-term interest rates up from their generation lows. Their aim is a “neutral” rather than stimulative rate, a number that’s hard to name, but is prob-
ably in the 4–5% region. That’s still a long way away, but the market consensus is that the Fed will take us there. They don’t want to provoke a recession, but we’ll be able 
to watch a real-world experiment in how sensitive the U.S. economy is to higher interest rates. As the chart below shows, Bush’s dollar doesn’t have a very manly bearing.

These words are being written just after 
the Bureau of  Labor Statistics (BLS) reported 
that the U.S. economy added 337,000 jobs in 
October, far above expectations, and the best 
monthly performance since March and April. 
Sadly, after that growth spurt, the labor market 
fell back into a torpor. In 1993–94, as we were 
accelerating out of  the last jobless recovery, we 
saw month after month of  job growth compa-
rable to that 337,000 number; so far this year, 
we’ve averaged a bit more than half  that rate.

So does this mark an acceleration to a new, 
higher job trend, or is this another one-hit 
wonder? It’s hard to say on the basis of  just 
one month’s data, but it would be premature to 
assume an acceleration. It’s almost certain that 
rebuilding from the hurricanes in and around 
Florida goosed up the numbers. Nor were the 
gains broad-based. Just 57% of  industrial sec-
tors added jobs; when we were accelerating 
out of  the early 1990s jobless recovery in 1993 
and 1994, that figure was 10 to 15 percentage 
points higher. Almost two-thirds came from 
just a handful of  sectors: construction, temp 
agencies, health care, and state and local gov-
ernment education. The construction gains 
were heavily influenced by the hurricanes 
that hit Florida and its neighbors in August 
and September, and some of  the temp gains 
probably were probably storm-related as well 
(including everyone from broom-pushers to 
claims adjusters). These aren’t the sectors that 
generate economic growth over the long term.

Leading indexes. Adding support 
to that cautious outlook is the behavior of  a 
number of  leading indicators (called that not 
because of  their prominence, but for their 
proven capacity for forecasting changes in 
the economy’s direction). The most famous, 
compiled by the business-sponsored think tank 
The Conference Board, has fallen for four con-

secutive months. The less famous, but recently 
more accurate, weekly leading index from the 
Economic Cycles Research Institute, has stabi-
lized recently, but spent much of  the spring and 
summer drifting lower. And the leading index 
for the U.S. economy published by the OECD, 
the official Paris-based think tank sponsored by 
the rich countries, fell in August and Septem-
ber. (Indexes for most other OECD countries 
are flat to mildly up.) And an index of  selected 
stocks devised by Merrill Lynch 
with a good history of  lead-
ing the OECD’s leading index 
(which Merrill calls LiLi, the 
leading index of  the leading 
index) has also been trending 
downwards. Putting all of  these 
portents together suggests that 
the U.S. economy is unlikely to 
pick up serious speed soon.

Though analysts of  a right-wing persuasion 
have been describing the U.S. economy as a 
lot hotter than the liberal media are reporting, 
it’s been pretty lukewarm. While job growth is 
notoriously weak, other indicators aren’t siz-
zling either. GDP growth is among the weakest 
of  any post-World War II expansion. Business 
investment is OK, but not great. Profit rates 
appear to have peaked for this cycle. This tepid 
performance is especially amazing given the 
massive stimulus that’s been thrown at our 
economy over the last three years: huge deficits 
and record-low interest rates. 

Post-stimulus. Huge deficits are likely 
to continue. Republicans seem intent on more 
tax cuts, and it’s nearly impossible to see how 
spending cuts alone could ever bring the fed-
eral budget more than a smidgen closer to bal-
ance. So the fiscal stimulus is likely to continue.

But interest rates are rising. The Federal 
Reserve is determined to bring the short-term 

benchmark rate it sets, the federal funds rate 
(charted above) closer to a “normal” range. 
Normal is hard to define, but it’s above pres-
ent levels. And, ignoring all the fine print, the 
bond market took fright at the strength of  the 
October employment report, meaning that 
long-term rates also look to be heading higher. 
The interest rate picture could change should 
the economy weaken; the bond market could 
calm down, and the Fed pull a few punches. 

But it remains to be seen how 
an economy that’s grown 
dependent on low interest 
rates and heavy borrowing 
(particularly through borrow-
ing against home equity, as this 
page has been detailing for the 
last couple of  years) can wean 
itself  of  those delights, without 

having generated much internal momentum.
The spike in oil prices has, of  course, 

exerted a strong drag on the world’s economies; 
if  the easing of  prices we’ve seen in recent 
weeks continues, then growth could pick up 
(though, given the tightness of  the oil market, 
an acceleration could quickly send oil prices 
northward again). But there’s a chance that one 
major long-term issue might be coming to a 
head: the U.S. foreign balance. 

Sinking greenback. In the days 
after the Bush election victory, the value of  
the dollar fell (see chart nearby), particularly 
against the euro. Even the October employ-
ment report didn’t halt its slide; reports of  
economic strength, especially surprise ones, 
usually boost a currency. (Among the reasons: 
economic strength usually suggests higher 
interest rates, which draws in foreign capital, 
and the psychological lure of  wanting to be 
part of  a hot thing.) Since currency markets 
usually trend in one direction for quite a while, 
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presinomics (cont. from p. 5)
sity? The Democrats are more likely to raise the 
minimum wage, and while they’re not exactly 
enthusiasts for unions, they don’t show the 
same penchant for breaking them  that Repub-
licans do (Reagan with PATCO, W by insisting 
that workers in the new Department of  Home-
land Security be nonunion). 

But, to flirt with a more structural inter-
pretation, it may be that The System produces 
Republican presidents when things are out of  
control—unemployment too low, spirits too 
exuberant—and Democrats when the masses 
are getting restless. The problem with that kind 
of  explanation is that it attributes personality 
and agency to something as abstract as The 
System. Maybe things like campaign contribu-
tions, the emissions of  thinktanks, and the 
bleatings of  pundits could put some flesh and 
blood on that abstraction. In any case, it’s a 
beginning of  a theory of  partisanship, in a 
system where the partisan difference are mea-
surable but not huge.

In any case, history has given us a hint of  
what the second Bush administration might 
look like. It’s not pretty. 

tively cheap, progress has stalled. The spread 
of  SUVs is a major problem, for sure, but after 
improving through the 1970s and 1980s, fuel 
efficiency in cars alone has also stalled. 

A few statistical exercises can make some 
dramatic points. Had fuel efficiency continued 
on its 1973–90 trajectory of  improvement, 
and had the mix of  cars and light trucks (which 
includes SUVs) stayed at 1990 proportions, 
we’d be burning 1.7 million barrels a day less 
oil than we do now, a reduction of  9%, or the 
equivalent of  Kuwait’s daily production. If  by 
some miracle we could get down to German 
VMT levels, we’d be burning nearly 4 million 
barrels a day less, 19% of  our present total, or 
the equivalent of  Mexico’s total production. 

But the phrase “if  by some miracle” isn’t 
just a figure of  speech; it would take something 
close to that to get there. Nearly everything 
about the way we live and work is based on 
lots of  driving. Hybrid (gas and electric) cars 
could help some, but they’re still expensive, 
and it will be a long time before they’re more 
than a curiosity. And they won’t do much to 
get our VMTs down to saner levels. Raising 
the cost of  gas would be a sane policy move, 
but it would hammer the poor and pinch and 
already-strapped middle class. Those nasty 
distributional effects could be offset with tax 
rebates, but it would take decades to recast our 
sprawling megalopolises. And that’s assuming 
we could somehow summon the political will 
to get started on the task, in a country that can’t 
even handle the modest demands of  the Kyoto 
accord. Maybe there’s a logic to Bush’s lust to 
colonize Mars after all. 

driving (cont. from p. 3)it’s a fairly safe bet that this means something.
What that something means isn’t self-evi-

dent. There are several possibilities. Starting 
with the most benign, a lower dollar will render 
U.S. exports cheaper and imports more expen-
sive, resulting in a smaller trade deficit over 
an extended period of  time, with no financial 
crisis or severe dislocation. Maybe. The more 
alarming scenario is that the dollar slide is a 
sign that foreign investors have lost patience 
with funding our budget and trade deficits; 
signs of  this include an early-September auc-
tion of  Treasury bonds from which foreign 
investors were notably absent and market 
rumors that Russia and India are selling their 
dollar assets, and China may be on the verge of  
doing a bit of  selling as well. 

Of  the three, China is the biggest buyer of  
U.S. assets; we buy lots of  Chinese goods, leav-
ing them with lots of  spare dollars to invest, 
and the safest, most convenient place to park 
all those dollars is in U.S. Treasury paper. Is 
China starting to feel sated? Will they get ner-
vous about the erosion of  their dollar-based 
assets as the currency weakens? Could they 
start parking their surpluses in euros? 

But China does have a little problem: they’re 
so loaded with U.S. Treasury paper—over a 
half  trillion dollars worth—that should they be 
seen selling some of  their hoard, markets could 
panic, everyone could dump dollar assets, and 
things could get uncontrollably ugly. The Fed 

would be forced to raise interest rates to keep 
capital from fleeing, the U.S. economy would 
be thrown into recession, and it’d be the Asian 
financial crisis of  1997–98 on a massive scale.

That could happen. Or the soft landing 
could happen. Or something in between. It 
would be rather satisfying on some level if  the 
Bush administration’s bellicosity and reckless-
ness ran into a brick wall of  foreign reluctance 
to fund the adventures any more.  



books
Check out two new books by LBO contribu-
tors. Liza Featherstone’s Selling Women 
Short (Basic Books) is the story of sex dis-
crimination and a yahoo business culture 
at Wal-Mart. Nomi Prins’s Other People’s 
Money  (New Press) is about Wall Street and 
corporate America in the late-90s madness. 
Both in stores now.
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Health insurance. After the 1994 
Clinton debacle, we kind of  forgot about 
this, but fresh proof  that national health 
insurance is a potential political winner 
comes from a poll released in September by 
Results for America, a project of  the Civil 
Society Institute (and don’t those sound like 
the ultimate generic liberal philanthropy?). 
There’s very broad and robust support for 
a comprehensive public health insurance 
system.

No wonder: 14% of  respondents lacked 
health insurance, and of  those who were 
insured, 56% have experienced cutbacks 
in coverage or increases in out-of-pocket 
costs. Nearly one in five (18%) report skip-
ping meds on some days, or taking less than 
prescribed does to stretch out their sup-
plies. More than three-quarters (78%) think 
government should regulate health care to 
assure fair prices, broad access, and quality. 
Substantial majorities support capping the 
profits of  drug companies, limiting pre-
scription drug ads on TV, and prohibiting 
HMOs from denying procedures doctors 
order as “medically necessary.” Two-thirds 
(67%) of  all respondents, and an amazing 
48% of  self-described “conservatives” think 
the government should guarantee universal 
health insurance coverage—and most of  
those don’t even care if  such an approach is 
called “socialized medicine.” And four-fifths 
(81%) think all children should get federally 
provided health insurance, regardless of  the 
financial situation of  their parents. 

Since respondents characterized them-
selves as liberal, moderate, or conservative, 

and since we have exit poll data on how each 
of  those self-described categories voted in 
the presidential election, we can guess that 
more than a quarter of  the supporters of  gov-
ernment-guaranteed health insurance voted 
for Bush. And all they’re likely to get is tort 
“reform” and medical savings accounts. 

Inscrutable Americans. Speaking of  
odd voting, there’s some amazing stuff  in the 
exit polls. The following shares of  the follow-
ing demographics voted for Bush:
• 40% of  members of  households with 

at least one union member, and 38% of  
union members themselves

• 41% of  those “very concerned” about the 
availability and cost of  health care

• 25% of  those who think abortion should 
be always legal, and 38% of  those who 
thought it should be mostly legal

• 23% of  gays/lesbians/bisexuals
• 35% of  those who’d recently lost a job.

Oh, and 44% of  voters said things are 
going well in Iraq.

And, a pre-election poll by the Program 
on International Policy Attitudes <pipa.org> 
showed that a big chunk of  Bush support-
ers thought he holds positions completely 
opposite to the ones he holds. For example, 
the following percentages of  Bush supporters 
thought he backed:
•  the Kyoto Accord on global warming: 

51%.
• labor and environmental standards in 

trade agreements: 84%.
• the treaty banning land mines: 72%
• the nuclear test ban treaty: 69%

• the International Criminal Court: 66%
All these attributions are wrong. Reassur-

ingly, 57% knew Bush supports higher military 
spending, but that’s not an impressive number.

Another PIPA poll revealed that 47% of  
Bush supporters believed that Iraq had WMDs, 
and 75% believed that Iraq was providing aid 
to Al Qaeda, with 63% believing that clear evi-
dence of  that aid had already been fond.

Just what are people thinking about when 
they enter the voting booth?

Monetary damages. It’s gotten little 
coverage in the U.S. media, but the Financial 
Times has been doggedly covering possible eco-
nomic damage to U.S.-based multinationals in 
the outside world because of  Bush’s bird-flip-
ping foreign policy.

The latest evidence of  damage comes from 
sales declines suffered by major American 
brands in “old Europe.” Coca-Cola, McDon-
ald’s, Marlboro, GM, Disney, Wal-Mart, and 
The Gap have all reported sales declines in 
recent months. The companies mostly attribute 
this to “nonpolitical” factors, like unemploy-
ment, taxes, and regulation (as if  those were 
nonpolitical), but the breadth of  the declines 
looks like more than coincidence.

Keith Reinhard, chair of  advertising giant 
DDB Worldwide, told the FT that his sense is 
“we are seeing a transfer of  anger and resent-
ment from foreign policies to things Ameri-
can.” Pollster John Zogby detects “growing 
hostility towards American products.”

Among the hardest-hit: that  iconic product 
intimately associated with the lone cowboy, 
Marlboro. 


